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Absract. Web archiving process and implementation is crucial when people 

keep creating diversity of content on the Internet. The existing content could be 

beneficial to retrieve in the future and yet, Malaysian initiatives towards web 

archiving still remain scarce. In term of education purposes, this paper provide 

an understanding of initial process for identification of crucial web content to 

be archive, the suitable web crawler to use and workable process as guidance in 

completing student’s web archiving project. This web archiving project suc-

cessfully archive and crawl twelve websites which includes Jawi writing textual 

and image contents. All Jawi writing collection is significance for imminent 

reference and part of Malay heritage collection.  
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Introduction 
The International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC) defined web archiving 

as “the process of collecting portions of the World Wide Web, preserving the collec-

tions in an archival format, and then serving the archives for access and use”. Web-

sites are collected via the software that downloads code, images, documents, and oth-

er files essential to completely create the website at the time of capture. The web 

crawlers are collecting the metadata about the archiving process. Web archiving pro-

cess is able to preserve the original form of harvested content without change its real 

information. The users need special software to archive and view the archived con-

tents. Researchers can view archived websites page-by-page or whole collections as 

long the archival process is successfully implemented before. The HTTrack is one of 

convenience web archiving tool to use for archive the website and able to manage and 

view it offline because the website has been downloaded and store to our owned 

physical storage.  

Jawi writing collection is importance and valuable to preserve due to its heritages 

and Malay civilization values. Several efforts had taken into pictures to preserve the 
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growth of Jawi manuscripts and collection that comes in varies creation such as his-

torical manuscripts, letters and books (Harun et. al 2018, Ibrahim, 2015). Recent year, 

the ministry of education also assuring the effort in revitalizing the Jawi writing 

through education strategy such as creating more education materials for Jawi subject. 

Besides, the efforts in preserving the digital collection of Jawi writing still a few. The 

Jawi writing that exist in the websites and web application also crucial as part of Ma-

lays digital heritages and knowledge of chain. Jawi writings also can be used as evi-

dence in the legislation department. Thus, strategies on archiving the web that consist 

of Jawi writing also need to take action. 

In Malaysia practices, web archiving initiatives still in immature point. Issues such 

as massive storage used, privacy act violation and awareness of Malaysian citizen 

towards the valuable digital contents makes web archiving process is negligence. The 

implementation of web archiving should respect the privacy of personal data and 

ownerships of each web contents. In Malaysia, the Copyright Act 1987 that related 

about access to the copyrighted content and the Personal Data Protection Act 2010 

which describes how Personal Information is collected and used, restricted the web 

archiving process implementation dynamically. Thus, any effort of web archiving 

process either implements by the groups, bodies or individual must firstly seek for 

permission to the content owners. Besides, web archivists should show effort to notify 

content owners of their intent to archive and publicly represent their web content after 

a six-month embargo. There should be a standard notification message and a website 

link to a contact form through which they may exclude from collection and/or public 

archival representation of their web content. 

No matter what issues and challenges arise, the web archiving project implementa-

tion is crucial for providing its capability in, not only securing the digital content that 

available in the World Wide Web, but also the ownership and context of the digital 

content. Thus, this article shows the web archiving process based on web archiving 

life cycle which developed by Archive IT team (Bragg, Hanna, Donovan, Hukill & 

Peterson, 2013). Instead, this paper also would like to highlights detail process on 

how to choose and run the appropriate web archiving tool as a guideline by novice 

especially students in higher learning institutions. The Jawi writing collection is cho-

sen as the web content for web archiving project implementation. 

 

Literature Review 
Web archiving process is a long term and continuous project to be evolve. The im-

plementation of web archive should have detail preparation in term of the technical 

people and their time, storage capabilities and capacity, software tools and the most 

important is decision on what web object or website to be archive.  Thus, the literature 

review focus on web archiving implementation in Malaysia, generic guideline of web 

archiving which is Web archiving life cycle (WALC) and specific flow process fol-

lows for the archiving of Jawi collection. 

 

 

Web archiving implementation in Malaysia 
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Web archiving initiatives in Malaysia were far behind other developing countries. 

But during 2010, Malaysia already showed the interest towards web archiving and the 

initiatives already begin to evolve (Schafer, Musiani and Borelli, 2016). Perhaps, 

some of the on-going web archiving projects is still remain undisclosed. In detail 

report of the CDNLAO study on 2010 by the Diet National Library of Japan showed 

that Malaysia still have not owned any framework or plans for web archiving process 

and the implementation of web archiving soon will involve Malaysia government 

agencies under the purview of related Ministry such as Malaysian Communications 

and Multimedia Commission, The National Library of Malaysia and The National 

Archives.  

Another recent initiative taken in Malaysia is conducted by Sarawak State Web 

Archive (SSWA) is Sarawak State Library’s (PUSTAKA) which aimed for preserving 

non-library resources, as part of the Legal Deposit requirements of Sarawak State 

Library Ordinance, 1999. A total of 92 websites of Sarawak State Civil Service web 

content in 2017 reported to archived and preserve. Pustaka’s Sarawak State Web Ar-

chive (SSWA) highlighted issues such as authorization to capture websites, legal 

requirement, preservation, dedicated technical staff needed and lifetime value of IT 

infrastructure that need to thoroughly look into consideration while setting up web 

archiving project. The SSWA initiative is consistence and enhances since 2009 until 

2019 and nowadays the preserved web archive content already accessible to public. 

In the context of country, Malaysia still does not have a legal deposit or other legal 

system for Web archiving as yet. The Deposit of Library Material Act 1986 (Act 331) 

does not cover aspects of web archiving since it was enacted well before the Internet 

era. This issue becomes a major factor for implementing any web archiving project in 

the country. 

 

Web archiving Life cycle 

 

Fig. 1 shows the web life cycle diagram. Web archiving life cycle is a broad guide-

line to be referred when implementing the web archiving project. There are 4 rings or 

cycles that consist of 12 important elements which are appraisal and selection, scop-

ing, data capture, storage and organization, quality assurance and analysis resided in 

the most inner cycle. All the fives elements are closely depicted by another circle 

consist of element metadata or descriptions. Then, the outer circle consist of another 

five elements which are vision and objectives, resources and workflow, access, use or 

reuse ,risk management and preservation. The most outer cycle is about policies that 

govern all procedure involved and relating issues within web archiving environment.  

In the appraisal stage, value of web contents should be scrutinized and decision on 

which content should be preserved must be based on certain argument, prioritization 

and relevance to the organization’s or project’s need and objectives.  All decision that 

have been made also should be well documented for further referral. Scoping is the 

detail stage on setting all the web content parameters and format which includes the 

determination of how much or how little of website need to be the crawl.  

The Options are either want to archive the whole website, entire web domains or 

portions of a website. Example shown is institution could choose to archive 
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http://www.ncgov.com/government/index.aspx instead of http://www.ncgov.com/ and 

would only capture pages nested under that URL (Bragg et al., Archive-It, 2013). 

Moreover, the organization needs to know how they want to capture the data of the 

files to be archive. The storage and organization element is where either temporary or 

long-term storage plan for the archived data been discuss. The storage plan inclusive 

on how data been stored and organize either based on a topical heading, numbering, 

or alphabetical order. Access option and security features are also inevitable for con-

fidentiality of data in storage.  In overall process, quality assurance is also importance 

especially to assure the archive content completeness and availability of future access. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The Web Archiving Life Cycle 

 

  

Through consistent analysis the outcome of web archive or directly examine the 

crawling result report able to minimize the data error and improvise the quality of 

web archive content. This inner loop cycle of WALC is nearest element to targeted 

web archiving content. 

Next circle is related with metadata which shows the descriptions or profiles for  

describing the harvested websites such as creator or contributor, title, and descriptive 

summary. It’s functions not only for property definition for archival storage manage-

ment but also useful for retrieval tool and future interface components (Kim and Lee, 

2007). Several types of metadata exist and descriptive metadata is the most commonly 
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available in any web archiving project and always referring either DACS (Describing 

Archives: A Content Standard), Dublin Core, and the Program for Cooperative Cata-

loging guidelines for integrating resources described using RDA (Resource Descrip-

tion and Access) for its implementation (Dooley et al.,2017). The inner circle ele-

ments of web archiving life cycle descriptions which is more managerial practice is 

excluded here for focusing on the implementation part of web archiving project meth-

od used and outcomes 

 

 

Method and implementation 
Most web archiving project implementation follows independent guideline that 

suite with tool’s used. It’s also need to depend on what web content to be archive 

(Ayala and Caragea, 2014). The preliminary study findings by interviewing the web 

curator from Malaysia National Archive become a generic guidance on workflow of 

web archiving process as shown in Fig. 2.   

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Generic website archiving flow process (Adapted by Malaysia Archive, 2019) 

 

The web archiving implementation process always starts with specifying the web-

site URL or specific domain sub-folder in necessary. The detail descriptions on web-

site behaviors or metadata also have been prescribed. The crawler configuration need 

to be setup as planned especially in term of the metadata setting, scope of webs con-

tent and location of stored data. Targeted website also needs to be last check in assur-

ing the URL still valid and accessible. A set of quality control criteria can be list out 

before the real time crawling process take place. Normally, each archiving tool has 

recent graphical user interface (GUI) features that accelerate the archival process such 

as one single button to start up the crawling process. Crawler duration will depends on 

how much content resides in the targeted website. Verification of completed crawling 

process can be done via vice versa checking of HTTrack creation of web archival 

directory with the real website content. The HTTrack is one of convenience web ar-
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chiving tool to use for archive the website and able to manage and view it offline 

because the website has been downloaded and store to our owned physical storage. 

HTTrack is a user friendly web archiving or crawler tool (Mandl & Womser-

Hacker. 2013). Even the features provided is limited as compared to other web crawl-

er tools, HTTrack able to store the web archives resources according to real site direc-

tory structure and assuring easy searching of archival content (Yadav and Goyal, 

2015). It equipped with indexer that enable text search on the offline data. Still, limi-

tation exist on the HTTrack crawler are slow speed of processing and unable to crawl 

certain website with flash, Java/ Javascript and intensive CGI format or code. But yet, 

HTTrack provide the ability of web archiving in a low cost to the small organization 

and for educational purpose project. Fig. 3 is the step by step of the procedures fol-

lowed in implementation of web archiving Jawi collection. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Website archiving steps using HTTrack tool 

 

 

Results  
Based on the study, we manage to identify the flow process in using the HTTrack 

crawler tool. This tool is helping novices or non-technical user in order to manage the 

web content that has been archived. Furthermore, all features provided in HTTrack 

make ease of the web archiving process because it mirror the website structure as 
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almost similar in hierarchy type of directory. Table 1 shows the summary of website 

that include some or partly of Jawi collections. The Jawi collections either exist on the 

Jawi textual content or in the image that embedded in the websites. 

 

 

Table 1. Summary of Jawi Collection web archiving result using HTTrack tool 

 
Web-

site_ID 
Type of 
website 

Owner of 
Website 

Date 
captured 

Time 
Cap-

tured 

Size (MB 
and Bytes) 

No 
of 

Files 

No of 
Fold-

ers 

W1 Wordpress 

(CMS) 

Individual 

Blogger 

Thurs-

day, 23 
May 

2019 

9.55 pm 7.31 MB 

(7,667,712 
bytes) 

223 99  

W2 Blogspot 
(CMS) 

Individual 
Blogger 

Thurs-
day, 23 

May 

2019 

9.20 pm 3.50 MB 
(3,674,112 

bytes) 

70 124 

W3 Blogspot 
(CMS) 

Individual 
Blogger 

24th May 
2019 

9:00 a.m 7.72 MB 
(8,100,996 

bytes) 

136 111 

W4 Organization-
al Website 

Organiza-

tional compa-

ny 

Thurs-
day, 23 

May 

2019 

11.35 
pm 

5.77 MB 
(5,27,552 

bytes) 

116 184 

W5 Blogspot 
(CMS) 

Individual 
Blogger 

Friday, 
24 May 

2019 

2.20 am 3.21 MB 
(3,371,008 

bytes) 

44 43 

W6 Blogspot 
(CMS) 

Library Coun-
cil 

Friday, 
24 May 

2019 

11.38 
am 

2.45 MB 
(2,572,511 

bytes) 

60 34 

W7 News Website News Com-
pany 

Thurs-
day, 23 

May 

2019 

9.53pm 5.31 MB 
(5,570,560 

bytes) 

142 67 

W8 News Website News Com-
pany 

Friday, 
24May 

2019 

1am 145KB 
(149,264 

bytes) 

362
9 

5911 

W9 News Website News Com-
pany 

Friday, 
24 May 

2019 

11.00 
am 

7.99 MB 
(8,383,062 

bytes) 

151 182 

W10 News website Independent 

Company 

Friday, 

24th May 
2019 

9: 00 

a.m 

372 KB 

(381,920 
bytes) 

41 21 

W11 Blogspot 

(CMS) 

Individual 

Blogger 

Friday, 

24 May 
2019 

12.15 

am 

26.2 MB 

(27,496,74
8 bytes) 

268 854 

W12 Blogspot 

(CMS) 

Library Coun-

cil 

Friday, 

24 May 

2019 

2.10 am 2.44 MB 

(2,562,206 

bytes) 

60 34 

 

Most of the Jawi collection archived websites are based on open source content 

management system (CMS) such as Blogspot and Wordpress. These kinds of websites 

are belonging to individual researchers or practitioners that involves in Jawi writing 
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studies or passionate in Jawi manuscript collections. News company websites also are 

the website owners that representing Jawi writing on their news websites. Eight web-

sites have more than 100 hundred file and various numbers of folders while other 4 

websites only consist less than 70 numbers of files and folders. Number of file and 

folders were reflected the processing speed and crawl time as noticed that HTTrack 

web crawler is slightly slower than other crawler tools (Oliveira, 2017; Khatavkar, & 

Kulkarni, 2017). 

To capturing content in website, users may set the options to create the archives 

files or open new project then fill in the information such as website link, name of 

project, etc. Once they are done, HTTrack will start capturing the contents in the 

webpages and lastly it will show the end result of the data capturing whether the web-

sites have been archived successfully or the opposite. The disadvantages using this 

tool is the organization of web archive content which have too many subunits of files 

and users must remember the names that they have assigned for each webpage or 

website. If they can’t remember the names, it will difficult the search the files. 

 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, web archiving has received increased attention in the popular media 

over past few years. By archiving inactive websites, we can help the creator of the 

website to retrieve and maintain their website so that the information that have been 

share would not go to waste and as an appreciation for the owner of the website. Ex-

ample such as internet archive’s wayback machine, which can replay past versions of 

web pages. Not only will help individuals for their research but also for government 

and non-government organization able to restore valuable websites which is contain 

historical, information, and also cultural values. 

There are several limitation to address while proceeding this web archiving project 

such as detail analyzing most convenience web crawler without neglecting the cost 

fee and get approval from the authorized owner of the websites.  When capturing the 

contents in website, we are realized some of the content information must get permis-

sion from the owner because it has legal issue, however due to time constraint we 

eliminate the process and keep prioritize it as education purposes.  As a result, some 

of the website content could be prohibited to be crawl. However, the most important 

part, our aim to collect Jawi writing collections in Malaysia was achieved on order to 

prevent Jawi writing resources and skills  would not diminishing from the Malaysian 

society. 
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